The prognosis of fetuses with transient nuchal translucency in the first and early second trimester.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the prognosis of fetuses with transient nuchal translucency before 15 weeks of gestation. A nuchal translucency's measurement of > or = 5 mm was considered abnormal. In the period from 1994 to 1995, twelve fetuses were diagnosed at our institution with nuchal translucency. The fetuses all underwent karyotyping and a complete ultrasonographic search for any associated anomalies and a resolution of nuchal translucency at 1-2 week gestational age intervals. Five cases ('Transient NT') demonstrated transient nuchal translucency. Seven cases ('Persistent NT') demonstrated persistent nuchal translucency. The 984 cases with no or less than 5 mm of nuchal translucency (control group) gave birth at the same time. The mean initial week of diagnosis was 12.0 +/- 1.6 weeks in 'Transient NT', and 13.6 +/- 1.8 weeks in 'Persistent NT'. The mean maternal age was 30.8 +/- 6.3 years old in 'Transient NT', 28.9 +/- 3.0 years old in 'Persistent NT', and 30.5 +/- 43 years old in the control group. Abnormal karyotypes were detected in one case in 'Transient NT', and in four cases in 'Persistent NT'. Structural malformations were detected in two cases (40%) in 'Transient NT', seven cases (100%) in 'Persistent NT', and 30 cases (3.0%) in the control group. Regardless of the spontaneous resolution of abnormal nuchal translucency, there was a high association with both karyotypical and structural abnormalities, and the prognosis of such cases was generally poor, especially persistent NT's prognosis.